Locations and Facilities
Here is how a place becomes a way.
The transformative UB experience happens not just in classrooms and laboratories, but all
around our lively campuses, indoors and out. That’s why our buildings and grounds combine
functionality with fun, comfort with connectivity, and looks with smarts. Take a look at how our
campuses stack up—and stand out.

With choice spaces to live …
More than 7,000 students call our
residence halls and campus apartments
home. They make up vibrant centers where stu-
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dents from all walks of life and around the world
become friends and get involved. Our living and
learning communities prove that a dorm can
provide much more than a spot to sleep—it can
be a meaningful place to grow intellectually and
socially, together with other students who share
common goals and interests.

… and reimagined places
to learn
Lecture halls and libraries?
We’ve got plenty, as well as
seminar rooms, computing sites and
study spaces. But we’re also creating
expanded learning landscapes that
include interactive labs, studios,
makerspaces and collaborative hubs—
multipurpose centers where students
create as well as absorb knowledge.
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[QUICK FACTS]
We’re always building on our
strengths. The following is
just a snapshot in time of our
evolving footprint.

• Three campuses: North,
An array of 3,200
photovoltaic panels
that measures a quarter mile in length, UB’s
solar strand produces
enough carbon-free
energy per year to
power hundreds of
student apartments.

With major hotspots …

… and lots of cool surprises

When the Jacobs School of
Medicine and Biomedical
Sciences relocated downtown to
anchor a state-of-the-art comprehensive academic health center. When
the Center for the Arts was voted best
large music venue in Western New
York. When we received our ninth
LEED certification for green design.
When Hayes Hall was named to the
National Register of Historic Places.
UB’s buildings often make headlines—and always make an impact.

In addition to the spaces you
might expect from a great university campus, like top-notch athletic
facilities and a variety of eateries,
shops and services, you’ll also find
gems unique to UB, such as a 60-acre
recreational lake with its own island,
a leading academic supercomputing
facility, an award-winning, student-designed solar-powered house, and the
only museum in the United States
dedicated exclusively to the brain.
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South and Downtown

• Nearly 200 total buildings
on more than 1,350
combined acres

• 11 library units
• 13 residence halls
• Five apartment complexes
• 35 dining locations
• More than eight theaters
and performance venues,
including the Center
for the Arts’ 1,800-seat
Mainstage Theatre

• Athletics arena with

6,000-seat gym, 50-meter
pool and more

In view of the whole world
Through the years we’ve grown from one campus to two, and then from
two campuses to three, and we continue to get bigger and better through
bold moves and careful planning. Along with our people and programs, our
facilities are an important part of Buffalo’s resurgence, as ambitious individuals
from all over the globe come to our doors.
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• Outdoor sports stadiums
• UB Commons, an oncampus mini-mall

• Two art galleries
• Child care centers on two
campuses

• Affiliations with several
teaching hospitals and
health care systems
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